Human Trafficking in the Hospitality Industry: What Industry Participants Should Do to Protect Themselves and Their Customers

In 2016 alone, 4.8 million people were victims of forced sexual exploitation worldwide.¹ Nearly 200,000 were trafficked in the Americas, and more than one million were children.² Moreover, data from the National Human Trafficking Hotline shows that at least 77 percent of human trafficking cases reported in 2016 were based in hotels or motels, the most common “location” for the abuse to occur.³ Indeed, hotels and motels are common sites of human trafficking—they not only offer an affordable and easily accessible location for commercial sex acts, but they also provide privacy and anonymity for both traffickers and trafficked individuals.

There is no doubt that members of the hospitality industry do not want their legitimate services abused by traffickers, nor the safety of their guests jeopardized in this manner. As federal and state authorities, the plaintiffs’ bar, and public sentiment increasingly place pressure on corporations to join global anti-trafficking efforts, the hospitality industry can take proactive compliance-related measures to ensure trafficking does not happen at their hotels.

This Jones Day White Paper touches on key aspects of the fast developing law addressing the scourge of human trafficking. More specifically, it sets forth: (i) the laws governing the hospitality industry’s obligations to detect or eradicate sex trafficking at their establishments; (ii) examples of lawsuits filed against members of the hospitality industry; and (iii) suggestions for members of the hospitality industry to best protect their customers and position themselves in this climate of heightened obligations.
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING LAWS AFFECTING THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

Federal Law
In 2000, the U.S. Congress passed the Trafficking Victims Protection Act ("TVPA") in order "to combat trafficking in persons, ... to ensure just and effective punishment of traffickers, and to protect their victims." The TVPA was most recently reauthorized in January 2019, when it was also amended to enhance the U.S. Department of State's ability to evaluate foreign government efforts to eliminate human trafficking. The trajectory of the TVPA, which has been strengthened and expanded over time, demonstrates legislators' increasing efforts to fight human trafficking at home and abroad. In fact, the U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ") has credited the TVPA—both its penal and its victim-protection and public awareness components—for the 360 percent increase in human trafficking convictions between 2001 and 2007, as compared to the previous seven years.

It bears emphasis that the TVPA—among other federal legislation—exposes corporate entities to potential criminal liability. With respect to sex trafficking, the TVPA imposes severe criminal sanctions on whoever recruits, solicits, transports, or obtains a person for a commercial sex act (as well as anyone who benefits from such an act) by force, fraud, or coercion, or while knowing that the trafficked individual is under 18 years old. In prohibiting any "knowing benefit" from a trafficking venture, the TVPA thus extends criminal liability beyond direct participation. Moreover, in 2003, Congress added human trafficking to the list of crimes that can be charged under the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations ("RICO") statute, a statute often used to charge the entity or organization, in addition to the individual criminal defendants. In 2015, another amendment of the TVPA lowered the standard for criminal liability from actual knowledge of the trafficked individual's minor age (or of the fact that threats or force were used in trafficking), to either knowledge or reckless disregard. Further, the Stop Advertising Victims of Exploitation Act ("SAVE Act") was enacted in 2015, amending the TVPA in part to add the advertising of sex trafficking to the list of proscribed activities.

Recent changes to the TVPA also illustrate the legislature's intention to increase the scope of the statute and thus, its reach to corporate entities in civil litigation, including those in the hospitality industry. For example, the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2003 ("TVPRA") established a federal, civil right of action allowing trafficking survivors to sue their traffickers, which includes a provision allowing plaintiffs to bring suit not only against their "traditional trafficker," but also against anyone who knowingly benefits—financially or otherwise—as a result of the trafficking. Counsel representing individual plaintiffs in private actions under the TVPRA regard the statute as opening the door to large damage awards against corporate entities, including hospitality locations where trafficking is alleged to have occurred. The statute also allows state attorneys general to bring civil actions against human traffickers.

While not specific to the hospitality industry, the federal government further expanded corporate responsibility to eradicate sex trafficking when it enacted the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (also known as "FOSTA-SESTA") on April 11, 2018. This law allows online websites to be held liable for certain types of user-generated content, including unlawful content relating to child exploitation and sex trafficking. Although the 1996 Communication Decency Act ("CDA") previously immunized internet service providers from liability for the actions of third party users, FOSTA-SESTA clarifies that the CDA was never intended to provide legal protection to websites that unlawfully promote and facilitate prostitution and websites that facilitate in advertising the sale of unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims.

These enhancements to the federal anti-trafficking statutory scheme serve as a reminder for businesses to be ever vigilant that their services are not misused by criminal actors.

State Law
Criminal and Civil Remedies In 2003, just three years after the passage of the TVPA, Washington became the first state to criminalize human trafficking, and by 2013, every state in the United States had established criminal penalties for traffickers. Today, multiple states provide for criminal and civil liability for corporate sex trafficking, including Alabama, Ohio, Mississippi, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Kansas, and Texas. These statutes often mirror the federal anti-trafficking provisions. In South Carolina, for instance, the list of proscribed trafficking activities is almost identical to that in the TVPA—recruiting, soliciting, isolating, harboring, transporting, providing, or obtaining victims, in addition to facilitating human trafficking or benefiting from it. Likewise, Section
98.002 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code—like the TVPRA—establishes that defendants who engage in trafficking, or who knowingly benefit from a trafficking venture, are liable to the trafficked individual. State legislatures have clearly followed the federal government’s lead in prioritizing the fight against human trafficking.

In addition, state legislatures are increasingly passing anti-human trafficking bills specific to the hospitality industry. For example, several states require human trafficking awareness signs to be posted in hotels. In Georgia, hotels—along with adult entertainment establishments, massage businesses, and other locations where trafficking may occur—must post information regarding the National Human Trafficking Resource Center hotline, including a brief definition of labor and sex trafficking (“Are you or someone you know being sold for sex or made/forced to work for little or no pay and cannot leave?”). By posting these signs, hotels could potentially help an individual realize they are being trafficked and that there are resources available to help them leave. Considering that traffickers often utilize control tactics “so coercive that trafficking victims may feel like it’s impossible to leave their situation, or may not even realize that they are being victimized in the first place[,]” these posters could play an important role in intercepting an active trafficking situation.

Moreover, other states are now requiring more drastic measures, including required training of hotel staff for the detection of human trafficking. Minnesota, for example, recently passed a law requiring hotel and motel employees to undergo training on the: (i) definition of sex trafficking; (ii) recognition of potential victims; (iii) identification of commonly associated activities; and (iv) effective responses to sex trafficking situations. Other states that have passed laws requiring sex trafficking training at hotels include Connecticut, New Jersey, and California. Indeed, in California, as of 2018, hotel and motel employers are required to provide 20-minute human trafficking awareness training to all employees who are “likely to interact or come into contact with victims of human trafficking.”

The training must include:

- Definitions of “human trafficking” and “commercial exploitation of children;”
- How to identify individuals most at-risk for human trafficking;
- The difference between sex trafficking and labor trafficking in the hotel sector;
- How to report and respond to suspected human trafficking; and
- The contact information of appropriate agencies, including the National Trafficking Hotline number, as well as local law enforcement.

The bill requires employers to give the training by January 1, 2020; to each new employee within six months of their employment in a qualifying role; and then every two years thereafter.

THE ROLE OF HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS IN RECENT ANTI-TRAFFICKING LITIGATION

Criminal Prosecutions
To date, there have not been any criminal trafficking prosecutions naming a member of the hospitality industry. However, recent federal and state criminal indictments against online companies for sex trafficking-related offenses are evidence of a potential sea change that could translate into criminal prosecutions against other corporate entities, including hotel and motel chains.

Civil Lawsuits

Claims Brought Under the TVPRA A number of recently filed civil cases containing TVPRA claims suggest that, as federal and state authorities increasingly focus on prosecuting sex traffickers and supporting survivors, civil actions against sex traffickers and their facilitators may be increasing as well. Most recently, in March 2019, the TVPRA was used for the first time to file suit against hospitality industry participants. In that case, a survivor of sex trafficking filed a lawsuit in the Southern District of Ohio against a number of prominent hotel chains, alleging that the defendants “knowingly benefited from participating in a venture which they knew as engaged in illegal sex trafficking in violation of the TVPRA, 18 U.S.C. § 1591(a) (2), by … engaging in acts and omissions that were intended to support, facilitate, harbor, and otherwise further the trafficker’s sale and victimization of the plaintiff for commercial sexual exploitation.” The plaintiff alleges that the defendants ignored multiple red flags, such as requests for rooms near exit doors, trash cans containing indicators of commercial
sex, refusal of housekeeping services, cash payments, excessive requests for towels and linens, lack of eye contact, visible physical injuries, and even loud screams for help. Moreover, the plaintiff alleged that the defendants failed to provide a process for escalating human trafficking concerns, did not require human trafficking training for employees, and failed to enforce their own trafficking policies. Ultimately, this lawsuit argues that the defendant hotel chains knew that criminal sex trafficking occurred on their properties, were uniquely situated to prevent it, and failed to take “timely and effective” measures to do so while simultaneously accepting the profits, thus making them directly complicit. This, while the first, will doubtless not be the last federal lawsuit alleging TVPRA violations against hospitality industry entities.

Since the majority of corporate sex trafficking cases are still being litigated, there is little settled law regarding corporate liability under the TVPRA. Nevertheless, court documents and trial orders from pending cases can provide corporations with guidance as to the conduct covered under the TVPRA, the legal thresholds required to obtain dismissal, and proactive measures to reduce the risk of liability. For example, earlier this year, in a January 2019 order, the Honorable Judge Paul A. Engelmayer of the Southern District of New York clarified the level of specificity required for corporate sex trafficking claims to survive a motion to dismiss. This order provides members of the hospitality industry with an indication as to how federal judges will treat such allegations. The plaintiff in Canosa v. Ziff sued movie producer Harvey Weinstein—as well as The Weinstein Company Holdings, LLC (“TWC Companies”) and various other parties—for sexually abusing and trafficking her. Canosa argued that the TWC Companies violated the TVPA by maintaining employees whose “responsibilities included introducing Weinstein to young women and covering up his assaults”; paying for and facilitating Weinstein’s travel, despite knowing of his illicit practices; and tying “job benefits to the commission of the forced sexual advances and sexual assaults...” She also alleged that the TWC Companies “lacked a training program as to sexual harassment policy and law, effective process for reporting and investigating complaints of sexual assault or harassment, and a meaningful or consistent process for documenting complaints of such conduct.”

The district court rejected the TWC Companies’ argument that Canosa did not adequately allege that they actually participated in Weinstein’s sex trafficking venture. Specifically, Canosa’s claims survived dismissal because she pled “specific means and methods used by multiple company employees to facilitate Weinstein’s sexual assaults and to cover them up afterwards.” Moreover, while there is not yet a final decision in Canosa, the plaintiff’s complaint suggests that corporations that implement mandatory training programs on sex trafficking, assault, and harassment, as well as policies for reporting, investigating, and documenting such complaints, can significantly reduce the risks of litigation.

Claims Brought Under State Law Sex trafficking lawsuits against hotel chains have also been filed under state statutes. In December 2017, for example, the estate of an allegedly trafficked victim filed a lawsuit against an international hotel chain and various Backpage entities under the Oregon sex trafficking statute, which closely mirrors the TVPA, and under other statutes and theories, for the sex trafficking and death of a woman named Ashley Benson. Similar to the claims made in the Ohio case discussed above, the Oregon complaint alleges that the hotel chain knew or should have known—based on previous law enforcement activity on the premises—that the hotel was located in an area known for sex trafficking activity. The complaint also alleges that the hotel knew or should have known that Benson was being trafficked based on multiple indicators of illegal commercial sex activity, such as cash payment and checking in with an out-of-state identification and no luggage.

Similar complaints against hotels and motels have also been filed in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Texas. Specifically, in March 2017, a sex trafficking survivor filed the first ever civil complaint under Pennsylvania’s 2014 Human Trafficking Law, identified only as “MB,” the plaintiff alleged that she was trafficked at a local motel for more than two years, that motel staff knew this was occurring, and that at least one motel clerk was aware that she was a minor and would even direct “clients” to the room where she was held captive. This case is still being litigated; meanwhile, at least one other sex trafficking complaint against hospitality industry participants has been filed in Philadelphia state court.

These lawsuits are the first in what will, in all likelihood, be an ongoing succession of suits by victims of sex trafficking, targeting companies they believe facilitated their exploitation and seeking some form of restitution for what they suffered. As awareness of sex trafficking increases, more states are likely to pass laws providing plaintiffs with a civil remedy for human trafficking.
MOVING FORWARD

Given this changed landscape, it is imperative moving forward that members of the hospitality industry know their obligations and consider implementing effective safeguards to mitigate the risk that human trafficking will occur at or involve their premises and personnel. Hotel and motel chains will need to first and foremost be proactive in complying with existing anti-trafficking laws and regulations, such as posting human trafficking awareness notices (where applicable). But they may also consider examining current methods of compliance in order to ensure that they have done their part in this global effort to eliminate modern slavery. These methods might include robust, mandatory training for employees within the hospitality industry, covering topics such as:

- The definition, history, and practice of human trafficking;
- Detecting human trafficking through awareness of common red flags; and
- Reporting and responding to suspected human trafficking.55

Additionally, organizations fighting human trafficking recommend that members of the hospitality industry take the following measures: adopting a company-wide anti-trafficking policy; allowing customers to donate hotel points to anti-trafficking organizations; establishing partnerships with local shelters to provide beds for survivors; hiring suppliers and contractors with ethical labor practices; posting the National Human Trafficking Hotline in each room; and requiring all franchisees and member companies to implement these protocols.56

While these steps are nonexhaustive, they can serve as a starting point for companies to create and implement anti-trafficking measures that are both effective and appropriate for their business needs.57 In doing so, hospitality industry participants will be best positioned to combat sex trafficking, protect their customers, and reduce the risk of criminal and civil liability.
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